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Abstract. Clause implication, A*B of two clauses A and B, is shown to be undecidable using 
the undecidability of finitely generated stable transitive relations on free terms. Clause implication 
is undecidable ven in the case where A consists of four literals. The decision problem of clause 
kation is equivalent to the decision problem of clause sets that consist of one clause and 
some ground units, hence the undecidability results hold also for these clause sets. Clause 
implication is an important problem in Automated Deduction Systems, as it can be used advan- 
tageously to reduce the search space. 
1. IntrodPctioa 
The deletion of subsumed clauses [3,9,20] in a clause set is an indispensable 
tool for Automated Deduction Systems, as this is an important method to avoid 
redundant information in the search space. It is also an important ool to find out 
redundant information in knowledge bases, where facts and rules are represented 
as clauses. An advantage of applying subsumption in the search for a proof is that 
it is compatible with the search for a shortest proof. The check for subsumption is 
a decidable problem 13,201, however, subsumption is known to be NP-complete 
[ 171. A straightforward generalization of subsumption is to investigate clause impli- 
cation [13], i.e., to consider the case that one clause 
The deletion of implied clauses from clause sets is s 
subsumed clauses by Corollary 3.5 and avo 
there exists no algorithm that is capable of 
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It is known how to combine the deletion of subsumed ~1 
[20]. me same pmbfem for the deletion of implied clauses du 
proof in a resolution-based theorem prover needs SO 
considered in this paper. 
me solution of the implication A* of two clauses A and B is usu 
as the formula (VX, , . . a , x,&e(Vyl, . , ymB), where {x,, . l l , XJ 
occurring in A and {yl,.-,, y,) are the variables in B (where, by h 
clauses A, B are variable disjoint). Clause implication is equivalent o the non- 
satisfiability problem of a clause set consisting of clause A and ground unit clauses 
that are obtained from the negation of the clause Hence the undecidability result 
holds also for the satisfiability problem of such clause sets. 
There are numerous results on pure first-order formulas (i.e., first-order formulas 
without constants and functions) with a tied quantifier prefix (see, for example, 
[6,11,18] and [ 163 for decision procedures for such classes). Unfortunately, not all 
of these results are directly translatable into results on classes of clause sets that 
obey some syntactic restriction since normally first-order predicate calculus allows 
arbitrary functions and constants. For example, having two terms of the form f(u) 
and f(b) in the same formula would need a translation of an existentially quantified 
variable x into an expression f,(y) with a Skolem function fx, then a copy-step and 
at last some deduction steps with instantiation. 
We use the following notation that is consistent with the conventions in Automated 
Deduction [3,15,20] and Unification Theory 1241: Given a set of function symbols 
F with fixed arity and a countably infinite set of variables V, we construct he set 
T = T(F, V) of first-order terms in the usual way. An atom is an expression of the 
form P( t1, . . . , a), where P is the predicate letter and t, , . . . , tn are first-order terms. 
A literal is an atom or its negation. A clause is a disjunction of literals (represented 
as a set of literals). A clause with n literals is called an n-clause and a clause 
containing one literal is also called a unit clause or a unit. A clause C represents 
the formula VX,, . . . ,x,, C, where x,, . . . , x, are the variables in C; hence, C 
considered as a logic formula does not contain free variables. A clause set is a set 
of clauses, where we assume that all clauses are variable disjoint. We denote the 
set of variables occurring in an object o by V(o). A literal L (or a term t or au 
atom A) is called ground iff V(t) = 8 (or V(t) = 0 or V(A) = 0, respectively). A
substitution c is a finite endomorphism on the set of terms uch that {x 1 ux + X, x E V} 
is finite- Every substitution o can be represented as a set of variable term pairs 
{Xl+tl,-. ,x,+t,}. The set {x, ,..., x,,} is called the domain DOM(a) of Q and 
the set { tl , l . l , fn) is called the codomain COD(a). Z is the set of all substitutions. 
A substitution p is a renaming if p maps V into V and if p is injective on DON(p). 
Two terms s and t (two literals L and M) are equivalent iff there exists a renaming 
) are unifiable iff there exists a substitution 
entary unifiable if L 
Impkation of clauses is undect 
the two variable disjoint clauses {L) v Rt and are compleme 
unifiable with most ge ifier ~13,231, then kl is a resolvent of the 
clauses {L}u Rt and { on the literals L an assume that resolvents 
are renamed such that every resolvent is variable disjoint with each other clause. A 
self-resolvent of a clause A is a resolvent of A with a renamed copy of itself. 
The following lemma is well-known and follows for example from [8, Lemma 
1.1. Resolution steps are permutable. 
Proof. Assume we have three clauses CM := {M, , }w RM, CK := {K}u RK and 
CL := {L} v Rt such that we can resolve CM and CK on the literals MI and K with 
most general unifier CT~ and that we can resolve {o,Mt) w olRM u o,R, with CL on 
the literals o& and L with most general unifier rl. The resolvent obtained is 
T,~&,,, u qqRK u q Rr. Then we can also start the resolution by first resolvin 
on the literals L and A& and obtaining a most general unifier a2 and then resolv 
on the literals CT& and K with most general unifier r2 obtaining the resolv 
RK. Furthermore, the second resolvent is equal to the first one 
are ignored. Cl 
Coroll 1.2. Let A be a IL-clause. TOIe n-fold sel$resoluent of A is unique up to 
renaming ofvariables. 
f. Follows with induction on the number of resolution steps from Lemma 
1.1. a 
We say a class of clause sets is (un)decidable if the nonsatisfiability of the clause 
sets in this class is (un)decidable; in other words, there does (not) exist an algorithm 
for deciding the nonsatisfiability for all clause sets in the specified class. Note that 
the satisfiability problem is complementary to the nonsatisfiability problem of clause 
sets since clauses considered as formulae do not contain free variables. 
2. Transitive relations OQ free terms a 
As a technical preliminary to our main investigation, the undecidability of clause 
implication, we consider transitive, stable and finitely generated relations C on 
and show that some related questions are undecidable. 
A transitive, stable, finitely generated relation c is a TS-relatio 
(1) c is transitive, i.e., s < r and r < t implies s < t. 
(2) c is generated by a finite set set 
(3) c is stable (or Z-invariant), i.e., : s<t=3m<o=t. 
Furtherm we call as TS-relation 
(i) for all generating relations ::i 
(ii) for all und terms S, tt, t:! 
relations, then t, = tz. 
we will always ssume th 
The following Lemma 2.2 states ome u 
we omit the uniqueness property, then all a can easily be derived 
well cannot be derived since KY’s ‘are 
lations that are unique as 
nondeterministic. The proof is by standard 
methods; nevertheless, we shall include it for the of completeness. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) Foa gmud t unique tions C:s<t is 
Ur&?c~bl~ 
(ii) l%ers 4&s& 4 tam e IS -N&I&R c such that s < t is undecidizble for 
atbihwy ground tetm s ad t. 
(iii) mere exists a t un e TS-d&on c and a ground tern t such that 
s < t for ground tems s is undecidable, 
f, T’he idea of the proof is to encode Turing machines (TM) [14] using a 
Given a TM M, we will construct a regular unique T&elation ens such that, for 
two ground terms so, to, so c M to ifE M accepts blank tape. The ground term so 
corresponds to the starting configuration sf M and to corresponds to the finai 
configuration This construction proves part (i) of the lemma since it is 
undecidable whe a TM accepts blank tape. A slight variation of this construction, 
where is fixed and so ranges over all possible inputs, proves part (ii) of the 
M such that it is undecidable whether it stops for a 
ved as part (ii) by encoding the final configuration 
always with the same term to. 
We represent a configuration CT q /3 of a TM, where CT is the string to the left of 
the head, q is the current state and #3 is the string to the right of the head including 
the currently scanned symbol, by a term h( t, q I’@) where t, is a term encoding the 
reverse of cr, q is a constant in the signature and tB is a term encoding /9. A string 
l . . is encoded by a term g,(g,(gO(g, . . . (gb(0)) . . . ))) where the function symbol 
ve function” of M translates into 
is in state qO, scanning a 1, panty 
and ti are variables). 
em i 
relations. Furthermore, th
stateandq,beth 
olds since for every 
Rkb(@ qS t?b@)) <A# k(gb(O) qA gb(o))* 
If we use a universal TM M, then the same consthztion yields that pts input 
inp iflE %p CM hbto) qA gbtoh whe= sinp is a term encodin the initial configuration 
of M for input inp. This proves part (ii) and (iii). Cl 
bk dame 
In this section we consider the implication problem A=+B for clauses A and B. 
auses is undecidable in general. 
lity (respectively undecidabilit 
obtained. 
Clause A implies clause B ifl A AYB are not satisfiable; hence, the clause 
implication problem is equivalent o the problem whether or not the class of clause 
sets consisting of one clause A and some ground unit clauses Bi is decidable. There 
are some trivial subcases of clause implication, namely that A or B is a tautology. 
A clause is a tautology iff it contains for some literal L also its negation 
case B is a tautology, the clause set corresponding t 
tory ground units. In the case where A is a taut01 
only in case that B is also a tautology. In order to simplify our a 
assume in the following that neither A nor B is 
The following result appears to be well- 
that provides an efficient decision rocedwe by unit resorption for the clause se 
in quesiion. 
. e ~O~sQt~s~ab~l~ty of clmse sets co of 4 2-c e 
is decidable. 
are complementa 
e nontrivial case is 
nifiable. An algori 
a renamed 
&ding the 
unsatisfiability works as follows: Compute the n-fold self-resolvent 
of& . &+, can be computed in 
0 i 6 be the most general unifier o 
(ii) Let cc be the most general unifier of 
Using Corollary 1.2 
there exist substitutio 
litefals in R,. Thus 
the depths of terms in R,,. Hence, either the depths of terms in 
or the process of self-resolution does not generate new resolvents up to renaming. 
If the depth of terms in & exceeds the of the term depth in the ground 
unit clauses, then, for all I)l’a m, one lite in &e is not resolvable with a ground 
unit clause. El 
The decidability of the class of clause sets consisting of one 24ause and two 
arbitrary unit clauses is an open problem. This is the most simple case of u 
considered in Dixon’s Z-resolution [S, 221, which builds 24auses into the 
unification procedure. As Goldfarb mentioned [12] Lewis has worked on this 
problem without success. 
Clause sets consisting of a 34ause and some nonground units can also be proved 
to be undecidable by using IS-relations. Goldfarb [12] mentioned that Lewis has 
proved the strong result that clause sets with a 3-clause and three units are undeci- 
dable. However, the proof has not been published. 
The well-known result on Krom-formulas with at most 2 literals in every disjunct 
[2,6, IO] yields that clause sets consisting of some 2-clauses and two ground unit 
are undecidable, even if the clause set is Horn. It is straightforward 
e result with IS-relations. 
has shown that the class of clause sets with two 2-clauses is 
. The corresponding clause set is of the form {(P( . . . ), P( . . . )}, 
(-P(...),-f(...)). 
s [It!] has proved the undecidability of formulas with at most six atomic 
hich form in fact a clause set with two 2-clauses and two (nonground) 
units. 
theorem presents the new results that Horn-clause sets consisting 
und unit clauses are undecidable. The proof is an 
lity of T?3-relations and serves as a preliminary to 
of 
ble. 
m-clauses 2-clauses and two gr0un4i 
Imptiaation of cka is t&II 3 
and let so# to be two ground terms. 
nd ~1, ~2, ~3 new constants. Let the clause set CS consist of the followin 
YkwJKf(Yl Y2Yh 
(ii) P(JC~(SI t&2 t2f(. . l fk 4, CI) . . . )*Phf(xyl yd), where V(s,, tr)n 
V(s,, tj) =8 for i #j and yt and y2 are new variables; 
), where ‘a is an arbitrary round 
hf(s2 t2f( l l l f(sn cl c*). l l h 
(iv) -rP(qf(t0 c2 c3)h 
We now have to show that CS is unsatisfiable iff so 6 to. 
(“e”): Let so< to. Then there exists a chain of terms 9 such that so 
l 9 l < qk = to and the relations in the chain are instances of the generatin 
We show, that there is a refutation for CS: 
(1) We resolve (iii) with the first literal in (ii) and obtain the unit clause 
P(Y, f(s0 Yl Y2k 
(2) Let qO< qr be an instance of Sj < 5. Then resolving the unit obtained in step 
(I) with (i) j - I times we obtain a new unit of the form 
P(z,f(Jh Y1f(X2Y2f( l l l f(+, JQ-*f(so 2122) l l . I* 
(3) Resolving this unit with (ii) gives the unit P(y, f(u$ y, y2)), where a is the 
substitution with Qsi = ~0, and hence tij = qt. 
(4) We can go along the chain until we reach the unit P(y, f( to y, y2)), which is 
complementary unifiable with the unit in (iv). 
(“a”): We show that a refutation can only be obtained in the same way as above: 
Since the clause set consists of Horn-clauses, an input resol ion proof is possible 
[3]; that means every resolution step has as only partner a use in (Miv). 
(1) The unit in (iii) is resolvable with (i) and (ii). The produced units are not 
resolvable with (ii), since cl and f( . . . ) are not unifiable, hence resolution with (i) 
cannot contribute to a contradiction. Thus the only sensible step is to resolve with 
. The resulting unit is P(y3 f (SO y3 y4)). 
(2) This unit is not resolvable with (iv) since so # to. It is resolvable with (i) and 
possibly with (ii). Resolution with (i) gives infinitely many units, from which at 
most one is resolvable with the first literal in (ii) since C is a regular unique 
IS-relation. If none of these deduced units is resolvable with (i), the clause set is 
satisfiable. Hence, we obtain a unit P(y, f(qt yt y2)). 
(3) Using the unit obtained from resolving against (ii), we can construct step by 
step a <-chain. Since CS is unsatisfiable, a proof exists; hence, we reach the unit 
in (iv) after a finite number of steps. q.e.d. 
Now Lemma 2.2 implies the result. 0 
3.3. Let < be Q l&relation on terms. 
c is generated by one telation, then s c t is idable for ground te 
ere is no algorithm that dec generated by two relations 
e relations < t for ground 
(i) follows from Proposition 3.1. 
(ii): The clauses (i) and (ii) in the proof of 
ly generated ‘IS-relation in another 
relations. Note that the obtained ‘IS-relation is not 
Now we are able to sho at the problem whether a clause 
le. This m is equivalent of a clause set 
e clause and some ground u the iimplication 
remains undecidable if A is a 4clause. 
344. The &ass of clause sets consisting ofone bdause and some g8vund units 
is undecidable 
f. We show that this is equivalent to the satisfiability problem of two 2-clauses 
and some ground units (see Theorem 3.2): By encoding the clauses (i)-(iv) of 
Theorem 3.2 with a new binary function symbol k, for exampie P(q) as Q(k(xy)), 
we can assume that the clause set CSI consists of the following four clauses. These 
clauses correspond to (i)-(iv) of Theorem 3.2, however, the first argument of P is 
now a term encoding all arguments of P in Theorem 3.2: 
where c is a constant, h is a unary function not occurring elsewhere and s and t 
are ground terms. 
Let the clause set CS2 consist of the following clauses: 
A = W’(sg x,1, P(h x,), +‘(sz MU, P(f2 W,))) 
and {he following ground units: 
P(o,,Sls CA lP(o,,h 3 cl, m-Q&, we))), 
1 (t2, wm)), P(s MC)), -et MC)). 
(s2, t2) = 0 and x1 does not occur elsewhere. Further- 
nd substitutions. 
iously, the two 2-clauses are deducible from A and the ground unit 
consists of a maximal 
contains literals with h(c) as second 
remains a model of CS, since 
for literals witt second a 
units in CS,. It remains 
be a substitution such th 
then either the third or fourth 1 
ces xi by h(c), then the fi 
er cases, the literal 
is a model of the 
is a model of CS*. 
Now Theorem 3.2 is applicable. q 
Hence we have that the class of clause sets consisting of a clause wit 
more literals and some ground units is undecidable, 
implication problem is undecidable: 
B be clauses. 7Iten 
(i) Aa B is decidable provided A ik a 2-clause; 
(ii) Aa B is undecidable if A is a clause with four or more literals. 
Remark. The remaining open questions are: 
(i) Is the class of clause sets co sisting of one 2-clause and arbitrary unit clauses 
decidable? 
(ii) Is AaB decidable for clauses A, B if A has at most three literals? 
(iii) Is A* B decidable if A is a Horn clause and B an arbitrary clause? 
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